Lease, with option to purchase, brand name hearing aid technology at affordable monthly payments with trade-in, upgrade options.
Introducing the HearTEK™ Leasing Program

A new and unique leasing program for hearing aids, with the option to upgrade to the newest technology every 18 months. HearTEK™ Leasing is brought to you by EPIC Hearing Healthcare and Medly.
EPIC Hearing Healthcare is the national leader in managed access for hearing aids and related services. Through the EPIC Hearing Service Plans (HSP), EPIC refers more patients for hearing aids throughout the country than any other entity. The EPIC provider network is the largest of its kind and assures national access; and its distribution relationships ensure the latest and best technology is always available. EPIC is a pioneer in new and innovative channels for hearing benefits and hearing aids.

Medly is a Bristlecone Holdings company developed and directed towards health and medical related financing. Utilizing their unique and proprietary financial platforms for evaluating credit and lending worthiness, Medly is applying the latest in financial technology processing to bring leasing and financing to increasing segments of the consumer marketplace-- providing smarter decisions with intelligent technology.
How HearTEK™ Leasing Works

Payment Options

The HearTEK™ Leasing program gives you four monthly payment options to choose from.

1. Select the level of hearing aid technology and monthly payment plan.*
   - Basic Technology: $49.99 Per Month
   - Standard Technology: $79.99 Per Month
   - Advanced Technology: $99.99 Per Month
   - Premium Technology: $149.99 Per Month

2. Sign the lease and get your hearing aid.

3. Make monthly payments and enjoy the sounds of life.

*For qualifying applicants only. Pricing does not include accessories. Monthly prices subject to change for new customers. First monthly payment is due at lease agreement signing. No security deposit is required.

Leasing Options

The HearTEK™ Leasing program offers the following options:

1. Pay 30 monthly payments plus one final payment (equivalent to the residual value of the device) to own the hearing aid outright.

2. Trade in the hearing aid at 18 months for the newest technology of the same level or trade up to a higher level of technology at the corresponding payment level. (For qualifying customers only.)

3. Exercise the early buy-out option at any time during the term of the lease to own the hearing aid outright.

EPIC Hearing Healthcare and Medly LLC do not engage in the practice of prescribing or fitting hearing aids to the general public. EPIC Hearing Healthcare provides a financing option to customers through licensed hearing aid professionals only.
Phonak

**Bolero V** – The finest in performance and reliability. Provides a seamless listening experience in even the most challenging listening environments. Automatically adapts to your sound environment and gives you the freedom to move from one listening situation to another. Behind-the-Ear (BTE) in several colors, and four performance levels.

**Sky V** – Lets kids explore the world with confidence. Automatically adjusts to a child’s sound environments – more sounds, more fun. Simple functionality yet with optimal auditory input for learning speech and language; operational/performance indicators for parents. BTE in many colors, and five performance levels.

**Audeo V** – Wear them, love them, forget them. Automatic adaptation; selects the best possible settings to maximize hearing performance in every listening environment. Enhanced speech understanding especially in noisy situations. More music enjoyment. Greater understanding in cars. Receiver-in-the-Canal (RIC) in several colors and five performance levels.

**Virto V** – Audibly big, visibly small. Automatically adapts to specific listening situations to better understand speech. Fits perfectly in the ear canal and provides personalized performance. Discreet and more compact than any other hearing aid. Best for enjoying music. In-the-ear (ITE) in several colors and four performance levels.

**Naida V** – Hear more than you can imagine. Provides enhanced power and performance for severe to profound hearing loss. Increases audibility of high pitch sounds. Soundrecover2 enhances the nuances of sounds for enlivened listening experience. Robust and water resistant. 62% more speech understanding in noise and over distance. BTE in many colors, and four performance levels.

ReSound

**LiNX2** – Modern, discreet, and durable. New benchmark in smart hearing providing exceptional sound quality, speech understanding and spatial awareness. iPhone compatible for direct sound streaming; can personalize the hearing experience in any listening situation with family, friends. BTE, ITE, RIC in many colors, and three performance levels.

**ENZO2** – Next step in smart, super power hearing; providing a solution for hearing the sounds that matter most. Great sound quality, and durable design. Direct connection to iPhone, iPad, and iPod. Super power hearing aid in smallest package. Resistant to moisture, wax, and dust. BTE, ITE, RIC in many colors and three performance levels.

**Enya** – Delivers excellent sound quality and speech understanding. All day listening and wearing comfort. Long-lasting protection from water dust, and earwax. Wireless streaming of sound to the hearing aids, with control of all settings. BTE, ITE, RIC in range of colors, and three performance levels.

Unitron

**Moxi™ RIC** – The design award-winning Moxi family, powered by North, provides best dynamic range in the industry; allows more sounds into the system cleanly without distortion. The only automatic program that identifies the subtle differences between different types of conversations – in a crowd, in a small group, in quite, in noise. Three style options, 12 color choices, five performance levels.

**Stride™ BTE** – Impressive aesthetics, comfortable fit and intuitive controls. Powered by the North platform for natural sound and enjoyable conversations everywhere. Stride P pairs dual controls with style. Stride M 312 wraps top-of-the-class power into discretion and comfort. Stride P Dura is for extra durability. Five performance levels, a 12-color palette.

**Stride™ Custom** – Smallest full-featured product. Customized for comfort. Up to 25% smaller. Combined with the acclaimed natural sound of North, Stride is today’s best looking, best sounding, most advanced in-the-ear (ITE) products. Comes in the very small, almost invisible CIC to full shell models, many appealing colors and five performance levels.

**Max™** – Protects hearing. Promotes intelligibility. Purposely designed for severe to profound hearing loss. Patients experience the best speech understanding or comfort, without compromising awareness. Water, corrosion, extreme elements – Max has what it takes. Two BTE offerings (13 and 675), ten colors, three performance levels.
Everyone knows someone with hearing loss.

We’re making brand name hearing aid technology accessible to those who need it.